
Sunday, nOVEMBEr 17, 2019 |  9:30 am
    

Sephardic Temple
775 Branch Boulevard, cedarhurst, NY

men and Women invited       $100 couvert per person

Sponsorships available: www.shalomtaskforce.org
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NYc council member rory lancman
NYS assemblyman andrew hevesi

NYS Senator Todd Kaminsky



triButE cOMMittEE
dena and Nochum aber
debbie and dr. meyer abittan
ellen and irwin adelsberg
ruthie and dr. chaim anfang
Baila adest Barenbaum
Zelda and Sol Berger
Sarah and Sam Bergman
Judy and harvey Blitz
Sarah and ian Boczko
Wendy and Nochum Brecher
Gail and dr. Burt cohen
rabbi dovid and Yocheved deitsch
adena and ezra dyckman
miriam and dr. Gil ellenberg
dani and cheryl ellenberg
danielle and Josh ellenberg
dr. leah ellenberg
rachel and ari ellenberg
drs. Fran and Stuart Feintuch
Sharon Fogel
Golda and dr. elie Fried
Jenny and danny Gerber
Surel and Sam Goldfinger
Shulamith Goldstein
daniella and elisha Graff
mindy and charles hercman
aviva and Yossi hoch
rabbi Shmuel and malka ismach
Bernice and Seme Joszef
drs. david and rosalie Kamelhar
drs. ron and elana Kastner
chaya and dr. marc Katzman
deborah and alan Kestenbaum
esther and myron Kirschbaum
chani and Shimie Klein
heddy and mendy Klein

drs. penny and Jerry Koss
rabbi aryeh and elana lebowitz
rabbi Yaacov and abby lerner
paula and mark lev
randi and arthur luxenberg
rachel and Jonathan marks
debbie and dr. leo meizlik
Fran and Bernie mermelstein
rabbi Jeffrey and enid miller
Bonnie and michael Orbach
lani and dr. david pelcovitz
dr. Barrie and eliot peyser
Shavie and dr. Shulie plawes
dr. chana and Tani renov
leah and dr. Terry rifkin
mimi and david Samuels
Bonnie and heshie Schertz
Sandy and Jerry Seligsohn
daniella and daniel Seligsohn
rama and ruben Seltzer
estee and david Shor
Bailey and Brian Sigman
Karen and marc Silverman
dr. ariella and ari Spodek
miriam and Shlomo Stern
Sue and dr. arthur Talansky
Shani and dr. charles Traube
chana and dr. chaim Wasserman
Yael and dr. paul Weinberg
drs Shana Frydman and
   marc Wilkenfeld
esther and Jerry Williams
Udi and dr. Jules Winokur
helen and david Wolf
dvorah and dr. Shlomie Zimmerman
drs. helen and howard Zimmerman

SHaLOM taSK FOrcE is a non profit 501(c)(3) charitable organization that was 
founded 20 years ago by a group of concerned Orthodox Jewish women to help 
stem the incidence of domestic Violence in our community. Our confidential 
hotline for domestic abuse victims, seeking help and advice, adheres to halachic 
principles. We offer many innovative programs for the community such as 
preventive education and marriage workshops as well as training programs for 
lay and religious leaders. Our legal service, Sarah’s Voice, provides pro bono 

legal advice and assistance to our callers.


